Asia Machine Part Co.,Ltd.

MANUAL FOR
KB 5 / 7 / 8
Use with high pressure regulator
Working pressure : 25-35 PSI

Hose barb 3/8”

1. Screw in the valve into the end of burner pipe. When you reach the end, turn the valve back
slightly so the copper pipe is over the burner (our logo facing up). Then, use a spanner to
secure the valve.

2. Connect the valve with LPG hose. Make sure to secure the hose clip safely to avoid gas leak.

3. Before turning on LPG gas tank, please make sure the valve knobs are at “Close” position. To
light up pilot flame, turn on the right knob and use a lighter or a match to light it up.

4. Turn on the left knob to light up the burner. The burner is most efficient when the flame is
blue as shown on Picture A. In order to adjust the flame, screw in or out the air controller as
necessary.
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Remarks
1. If you have a windshield, place it on top of gas cooker. Make sure the
ventilation gaps are on the top and away from you when you cook.
2. It is recommended to use high pressure gas cooker outdoor. After
the burner cools down, cover the burner to avoid rust/blockage caused
by water and dust.
3. Try not to spill food, water, oil on burner head as it can cause
blockage which will affect the performance of the burner.
4. It is recommended to clean the burner ring from time to time using
brass brush or sand paper when it gets rusty.
5. Do not pour water on the burner.

Visit us at www.asiagasmatic.com to see the range of product we offer. If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact us at gasmaticsales@gmail.com.
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